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MAKEUP WARS |  HOLIDAY BEAUTY BUYS 
	

 
 
Urban Decay All Nighter Long Lasting Makeup Setting Spray Duo ($39, 2 x 118ml/4 oz): 
whether you're out partying or simply hates makeup meltdown, this is a necessity among 
makeup lovers. One for you, one for your bff! 
 
Sephora Confetti Set of 3 Mini Sponges ($12): intended for small areas such as under the 
eyes or around the nose; beauty sponge is another staple! 
 
Beautyblender + Too Faced Holiday Kit ($40): first, they are incredibly cute in pink! A 
holiday collaboration between Beautyblender and Too Faced, this kit features beauty sponge, 
blotting cushion and blush/highlight. Your niece will love this, mine would for sure! 
 
Sephora Give Me Some Lip & Liner ($60, $185 value): This set which contains 14 products 
is the perfect gift for the ultimate lip junkie. I would be smiling ear to ear as a recipient, one 
can never have too many lipsticks. Or like I mentioned earlier, break it up and include 2 
lippies per stocking stuffer, easily that's 7 for you! 
 
Buxom 6 Degrees Mini Full On Lip Polish Collection ($32, $60 value). Tingly, moisturizing 
and plumping, this set features Buxom's best selling shades. 
 
Make Up For Ever Artistic Smoky Eye Kit ($20, $37 value). This kit contains black and 
brown eyeliner plus a mascara to complete your holiday party look. 
 
Nudestix #BerryNudeLips Mini Set ($24). It's pretty obvious that I'm a lipstick fiend 
because of all these options I'm giving you, haha! But really, you need to own at least one 
Nudestix. You, your sister, even your officemate. Go out of your comfort zone and rock berry 
this time of the year. 
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Becca Glow on the Go Shimmering Skin Perfector Moonstone Set ($20). Shimmer sans 
glitter, that's the selling point of Becca, thus the cult following. This set is clutch-friendly, 
small enough to take with you when you're out and about. 
 
Besame Brightening Face Powder Trio Set ($25). A color-correcting set, this is a great 
way to try Besame's famous powders. 
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